If your dream wedding is something completely bespoke and not your typical ‘Hotel Chain
Wedding’ then you’ve come to the right place. Why not take a look at our beautiful converted
rustic barn with original pitched roofs, distinctive spoked beams, bare brick walls and traditional
stable doors.
With acres of beautiful rolling fields, Deighton Lodge is simply stunning in its rural farm setting.
This vastly spacious newly renovated barn is a one of a kind and accommodates up to 200 guests.
Quirky re-fashioned fittings and cosy snugs could be the backdrop to a truly rustic, personalised
dream Wedding set against the stunning Yorkshire countryside.

Rustic minimalism meets Boho glam with this
innovative and complimentary design
spectacular. This slice of agricultural ingenuity
delivers a thoroughly highly sort after setting
where wedding dreams can be displayed.
With many of its original features restored and
lots of unique additions, you can be sure
Deighton Lodge will be the platform that
compliments your style.

Almost 400sqm of blank canvas awaits you and your imagination – get your creative
juices flowing because this is a Wedding Venue like no other. With no limitations in
creating your vision, the backdrop to your dream wedding is waiting for you.
Freedom to select your own caterers, your own chairs, tables, bar, decorations is exactly
what we mean when we say you can create your own dream wedding. With an extensive
suppliers list that you can choose from, but by no means have to use, we can assist you
as much or as little as you require. Literally transform your imagination into reality with
as much independence as you like.
With just 15 weddings per year, at Deighton Lodge you are guaranteed an exclusive
event, eliminating that production line feeling. We assure you a completely tailored made
and unique experience true to you and your fiancé. The barn gives you the setting, the
rest is up to you!

With the choice of two beautifully themed rooms, your guests can retire to one of our two cosy
snugs to rest their tired feet after dancing the night away.
The first snug, beautifully themed with a Shabby Chic elegance has wicker hearts displayed
around the room and candles covering a stack of Apple Crates. Lighting complements the main
Barn with antique bulbs displayed on old pipe work, further enhancing the experience. An
original spoked beam sunk into the Apex of the room is the cherry on the cake with this
spectacular.
The second snug, with accents of a South American style showcases Roebuck Deer skulls on the
bare brick walls, a giant cowhide rug imported from the U.S. and original scythes displayed
creating a completely contrasting but equally enthralling experience.

With many of the original features restored, we
have managed to maintained some of the
fabulously rustic & attractive attributes that
assist in making Deighton Lodge what it is
today.
With the addition of some very quirky and
original touches, the venue boasts some truly
thought provoking material. Elements such as
Milk Churn Urinals and traditional Feeding
Troughs converted into sinks ensure your guests
are in for a truly magical time.

With 4 sets of Chandeliers, each with 15
antique bulbs hanging from vintage cartwheels,
the room will be lit with an ambience that
exudes elegance. As the night time draws in, the
lighting only complements the event further
with the roof lights darkening and the warm
radiance of the antique bulbs accentuating the
ambience.

The main attraction, however, does appear to be
our completely bespoke and state-of-the-art
Chandeliers that run down the centre of the
barn creating the most desirable focal point to
every Wedding.

Our wet weather option for the civil ceremony
is to hold your service inside the barn. These
exuberant lights running down the isle create an
absolutely incredible event space and a very
special touch to your very special day.

Recently refurbished, the house provides a
modern country Farmhouse appearance with
beautiful panoramic views of rolling fields and
farmland. It is simply stunning! With 8 bedrooms
on site, all except one en-suite, we can
accommodate up to 19 people comfortably.
The bathrooms are lavish with heated floors
with two of the rooms boasting vintage roll top
baths.
All communal areas are for the use of your
guests including a large living room, dining room,
domestic kitchen, snooker room and
memorabilia gallery.

Our Bridal Parlour is the latest addition to the
venue and in complete contrast to the rest of
the rustic and rural setting, is a luxurious treat
for the Bride to pamper herself with her
bridesmaids on the day of the Wedding.
Both lavish and exquisite in its make up with
some really fabulous touches, this room is the
epitome of complete indulgence, just what
the Bride deserves on her big day.

